
lSW/1 = <om"",,,, Dynamic range 10-" to 
SoJJ'%1!:/S os � ::�:��Ie 10"', nearly 200 dec

ades. Observation of 
math operations on 3 displayed registers. 
Up to 16 more registers for data stqrage. 

f,;\ 
� 

Branching and looping flexibility 
provided by "I F" keys expands 
programming capability. 

8 TrigAunctions covering all quad
tan x rants and any size angle in 

degrees or radians. 

@' comPleX ' a ndvector arithmetic 
Pci&R simplified with coordinate trans

formation keys, rectangular-to
polar and vice-versa, in milliseconds. 
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Program from the keyboard. Record' 
and store 196-step programs on 

credit-card-size magnetic cards for 
repeated use_ 

� Edit programs easily_ Single-step � through programs to check and 
de-bug. Address an individual 

step and make corrections without re
entering the entire program. 

Hewlett-Packard 

P. O. Box 301 
Loveland, Colorado 80537 

Please send: 

o 22-page, Full-Color Brochure on 
HP 9100 Calculator System. 

o 6-Page Brochure, "Can a comput
ing calculator make your opera
tion more profitable?" 

" Name _________ _ 

Now the emancipator .. '\. Title 
______ _ 

computes, plots and " Company ____ _ 

Pri nts ��-" C;I, -
" State __ 

Quietly ""�-' 
The HP 9100AlB Calculator frees you from the drudgery 
of complex problem solving. 

, The HP 9125A Plotter frees you from the tedium 
of hand-plotting graphs. 

And now, the quiet HP 9120A Printer frees you from 
the manual transfer of data. 

Add up these three capabilities, and what do you have? 

THE ONLY TOTAL GRAPHIC COMPUTING SYSTEM 
AVAILABLE TODAY FOR $204 PER MONTH! 
With this new electro-sensitive printer you speed up 
your computations by eliminating the need to record 
results. You get a permanent record of all inputs-a 
record that makes error tracing quicker and easier. 
And, you have printed proof of all your computations. 

The 9120A printer gives you maximum flexibility in 
what you print. You can print all of the displayed 
information; a complete listing of the program 
instructions stored in memory; or only the information 
you specify. The.9120A does this printing at the rate 
of 3 I ines per second - without the distracting noise 
of a mechanical printer. 

You get completely documented calculator programs 
that are specifically designed for use with the plotter 
and printer. And, you can put this system to work 
for you today, not sometime in the distant future. 

If YOll want a printer that operates quietly in an 
office environment - if you want a low-cost system that 
gives you total graphic solutions - call for a quiet 
demonstration of the complete emancipator today. 

To put this total system to work for you even faster, 
send your purchase order to any Hewlett-Packard 
Sales and Service office (located in principal 
cities throughout the world). For a 22-page brochure, 
write Hewlett-Packard, P. O. Box 301, Loveland, Colorado 
80537. Europe: 1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland. 

Price: 'HP 9100A Calculator, $4,400; HP 9100 B Calculator, 
$4,900; HP 9120A Printer, $975; HP 9125A Plotter, $2,475. 
Lease! rental plans start as ,low as

' $1.5O! computing 
hour based, on average usage. 

' 
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HEWLETT", PACKARD 
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